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چکیده - در این مقاله نانوپودر زیرکونات سرب خالص و آلاییده با آهن به روش سل زل تهیه شده است. نانوپودر یکی از سرده‌های بسیار در این زمینه است که با روش‌هایی از مانند سل زل و اکسیژن سوزنی می‌توانند تهیه و ساختار دهنده مواد مورد نظر را تهیه نمایند. گرچه، بسیاری از انواع نانوپودر در حال حاضر به وسیله روش‌های مختلفی و در دمای ۷۰۰°C کلسیم، اکسیژن سوزنی و سل زل تهیه می‌شوند، اما البته در این مقاله به روش سل زل اشاره شده است.
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Abstract- In this paper pure and Fe doped lead zirconate titanate nanoparticles (PZT-NPs) were synthesized using sol-gel method. The xerogel was calcinated at temperature of 700 °C. The structure of the prepared powders is characterized using X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. The XRD results show that the PZT-NPs are formed in perovskite structure with tetragonal phase. In addition, a small shift was detected in XRD patterns of doped PZT-NPs. Also, to have a better understanding of the optical properties of the pure and doped PZT-NPs, the obtained FTIR spectra were analyzed.
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1 Introduction

It is known that the lead zirconate titanate (Pb(Zr$_{1-x}$Ti$_x$)$_3$O$_3$: PZT) ceramic is a well-known material for various sensors and actuators because of their excellent electrical properties [1]. They can be expressed by the general formula ABO$_3$ of the perovskite structure, where the A site is occupied by Pb$^{2+}$ and the B site is occupied by Zr$^{4+}$ or Ti$^{4+}$. The attractive properties of a metal-added PZT system are an interesting topic for investigation. If the dopant type is acceptor then PZT can be named hard PZT, and soft PZT if a donor dopant doped to it. Add each of donor or acceptor dopants cause to the creation of defects in the perovskite structure to maintain lattice electroneutrality. These defects include the creation of vacancies within the lattice. Type of these vacancies depending on the type of dopant (donor or acceptor), are various. The donor dopant induces cationic defects while the acceptor type dopants induce oxygen vacancies[2]. The high electrical properties of PZT ceramic was found for a composition close to the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB). This MPB is located around PbZrO$_3$:PbTiO$_3$ ~ 0.52:0.48 which separates a Ti-rich tetragonal from a Zr-rich rhombohedral phase [3]. Therefore, PZT and modified PZT for electrical applications are designed in vicinity of the MPB. In this paper Pb(Zr$_{0.52}$Ti$_{0.48}$)$_{1-x}$Fe$_x$O$_3$ (PZTF) with x=0.05 and Pb(Zr$_{0.52}$Ti$_{0.48}$)O$_3$ (PZT) nanopowders were synthesized by chemical sol-gel route. The prepared powders were characterized by XRD, FTIR, UV-vis and FE-SEM.

2 Experimental Method

To prepare the lead zirconate titanate nanoparticles (PZT-NPs) lead (II) nitrate, hydrated zirconium (IV) oxynitrate, titanium (IV) isopropoxide were used as the starting materials. Initially aqueous solution of Pb$^{2+}$, Zr$^{4+}$and Ti$^{4+}$ were prepared. In sol-gel method the PZT precursor solution was prepared by mixing the aqueous solutions of cations. The resultant gels were dried at 100 ºC to form xerogels. The crystalline PZT was obtained after thermal treatment of xerogel at 700 ºC. The processes for preparing PZT-NPs doped with Fe (x = 0.05) were the same as pure PZT-NPs, according to Pb(Zr$_{0.52}$Ti$_{0.48}$)$_{1-x}$Fe$_x$O$_3$ compounds, respectively.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 X-ray Diffraction Analysis

The XRD patterns of the pure and doped PZT compounds are shown in Fig. 1. All the peaks are related to tetragonal phase and prove the formation of the PZT in perovskite structure after calcination process at 700 ºC. The crystallite size of the powders are estimated by Scherrer’s equation (1). Where D, K, λ, β and θ are crystallite size, constant proportionality, X-ray wavelength, full width at half maximum and Bragg angle, respectively.

\[
D = \frac{k\lambda}{\beta\cos \theta}
\]  

(1)
The crystallite size of the pure and doped PZT is presented in Table 1. A small shift is observed in the doped sample's pattern, in which Ti$^{4+}$ ions are substituted (Ti$^{4+}$ ionic radius = 0.61 Å) by Fe$^{3+}$ (ionic radius = 0.67 Å) comparing to the pure PZT, Fig. 2. Also, it can be seen in the patterns that the intensity of doped sample peaks are less than that for the pure sample. These peak shifts and the intensity changes are attributed to the presence of both uniform and non-uniform strains in the doped compound lattices due to the different ionic radii of the dopants comparing to Ti/Zr ions [4]. For Fe$^{3+}$ the shift is to higher angles.

3.2 FTIR Characteristics

The transmittance of pure and Fe doped PZT-NPs was investigated by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) in the range of 400–4000 cm$^{-1}$ and the results are presented in Fig. 3. As expected for perovskite structures, a broad band with minimum transmittance between 580 and 625 cm$^{-1}$ and another one with minimum transmittance in the range of 390–410 cm$^{-1}$ were observed in each spectrum.

![FTIR pattern of pure PZT and Fe doped PZT](image)

According to the literature, these two absorption bands are attributed to MO$_6$ (M = Zr and Ti) stretching and bending in the octahedral normal modes, respectively [5]. The stretching normal vibration occurs at higher frequency, $v_1$ and the bending normal vibration at lower frequency, $v_2$[6].

Table 1 XRD results for pure PZT and Fe doped PZT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>2θ (degree)</th>
<th>(hkl)</th>
<th>β (radian)</th>
<th>D (nm)</th>
<th>phase</th>
<th>Lattice parameters (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PZT (A)</td>
<td>31.13</td>
<td>(101)</td>
<td>0.0042</td>
<td>33.52</td>
<td>Tetragonal</td>
<td>a=b=4.0061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>43.81</td>
<td>(002)</td>
<td>0.0068</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c=4.1322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>(200)</td>
<td>0.0060</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PZTF(B)</td>
<td>31.14</td>
<td>(101)</td>
<td>0.0051</td>
<td>27.93</td>
<td>Tetragonal</td>
<td>a=b=4.0242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44.41</td>
<td>(002)</td>
<td>0.0065</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>c=4.0791</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45.05</td>
<td>(200)</td>
<td>0.0031</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The minimum of the transmittance shift occurs by substitution of TiZr with Fe, due to the difference in their ionic radii and weights. There are two other vibration modes (υ1 and υ2), which are related to vibrations of Pb–TiO$_3$/ZrO$_3$ bonds, but these modes occur below the available experimental frequency range (400–4000 cm$^{-1}$) used in this experiment and are not seen in the spectra. The results are summarized in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 - FTIR results for pure PZT and Fe doped PZT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>υ1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>392</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3 UV-vis Results

The optical band-gap of the pure and Fe doped PZT-NPs were estimated from UV–vis absorption spectra results which are shown in Fig. 4. The band gaps are obtained by Tauc relation to be 3.23, 3.12 eV, respectively. It was revealed that the optical band gap value of the PZT-NPs decreases when doped with Fe.

![Absorption spectrum of pure and iron doped PZT-NPs](image)

**Fig. 4.** Absorption spectrum of pure and iron doped PZT-NPs.

### 3.4 FE-SEM Observations

Morphology of the calcinated at 700°C temperature nanopowders illustrates in Fig. 5. The agglomerated particles have almost spherical shape and their average sizes are about 60-200 nm.

![FE-SEM images of pure PZT and Fe doped nanopowders](image)

**Fig. 4.** FE-SEM images of pure PZT and Fe doped nanopowders.

### 4 Conclusions

Pure and Fe-doped PZT-NPs were successfully prepared by sol-gel method at calcination temperature of 700 °C. The prepared materials were characterized and investigated using XRD, FTIR, FE-SEM. XRD results showed that the PZT-NPs are formed in perovskite structure with good crystallinity and the crystalline sizes were found to be 33.52, 27.95 nm for pure and Fe doped PZT-NPs, respectively. The optical properties of the PZT-NPs were investigated by transmittance measurements in the range of 400–4000 cm$^{-1}$ and two bands were observed from the FTIR graphs. The broad band in the transmittance curve is a composition of the υ$_1$-ZrO$_3$ and υ$_1$-TiO$_3$ stretching normal vibration modes.
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